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every woodworking machine from dovetailers to cnc technology
machinery 

maximum versatility 
whether on the job site or in the shop,
find the machine that delivers 
maximum performance
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trying to enhance the 
productivity of your shop? 

Wurth Wood Group carries top 
brands such as scm Group, Kaeser, 
sawstop, to meet your need. standard 
machinery available on our website, or 
if you have your eye on something with 
specific options, request a quote today!

contact your local branch for 
more information or email 
mfox@wurthwoodgroup.com

machinery manufacturer available 

 
Wurth Wood Group is able to provide any machine from these manufactories. contact us at mfox@wurthwoodgroup.com for more information.

scm group      3-6
leader in the creation, 
production and distribution of 
technology advanced solutions 
to process a vast range of 
materials.

sawstop     7-8
upgrade your entire 
woodworking experience with 
sawstop’s patented safety 
technology.

kaeser    9-10
a complete line of air system 
products and supplies.

nederman 11-12
the budget bag house dust 
collector you’ll have up and 
running within a hour.

kufo                                    13
new generation of dust 
collectors with safety and easy 
restoration features. 

european tooling systems    20
Wide range of tooling that offers 
an economical solution for your 
tooling

Superfici	 											21	
Comprehensive range of finishing 
and sanding machines. Why 
hand finish when there is a 
machine that can finish the job for 
you?

colmet     22-23 
automotive and industrial wet 
booths, powder booths and 
drying ovens. precision and 
practical engineering to finishing 
solutions.

Please	check	for	availabiity	of	
these	machines.	Not	all	machines	
available	in	all	areas.

inside
Oliver	 						14
established in 1890, a tradition of 
innovation cutting edge material 
with precision engineering 
holding true to the traditions of 
wood working machinery.
 
Cantek	 							15
solid wood and panel processing 
machinery “simply the Best value 
in the industry.

Maksiwa	 								16 
High quality standards and 
engineering for the economical 
buyer.

aetna        17-18
semi-automatic and automatic 
stretch wrap machines, high 
quality that pay for itself quickly 
with labor savings.

Leuco	 								19
superior tool supplier - from saw 
blades to drill bits and complete 
cnc tooling package.
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scm is an industry leader in the creation, production and distribution of technologically advanced 
solutions to process a vast range of materials.

Great sturdiness: cast iron wheels and worktable in 
cast iron too. a perfect cut result is assured by the top 
and bottom, precise blade guides. practical machine 
to perform straight and tilted cuts on wooden or plastic 
work pieces or  aluminium too. 
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a perfect	vertical,	horizontal	and	45°	drilling	operation, 
thanks to the boring head made from single-piece aluminium 
casting. new exhaust system, integrated into the boring head, 
incredibly efficient. Great versatility, thanks to the possibility 
to equip the spindles with various kind of optional devices like 
the one to make borings for hinges.

s600 minimax band saw
wurth part # scms600

SI	400	NOva	SLIdINg	TabLe	Saw
wurth part # scmsi400novaadvance 21 single 

head boring machine
wurth part # scmadvance21

T45	SPINdLe	MOuLder	wITh	fIxed	SPINdLe
wurth part # scmt45W

the spindle moulder, with sliding table 
and fixed or tilting spindle, versatile and 
easy to use, ideal for d.i.Y. woodworkers 
and craftsmen. Great versatility with 
the spindle moulder speeds up to 
10.000 rpm. customization for every 
woodworking need thanks to the wide 
range of optional devices.

a perfect cut result is guaranteed by the saw unit 
constituted by a mighty, cast iron structure. Great 
workpiece stability during machining with the large 
squaring frame, dimensions 1100 x 650 mm. 
customization for every demand of use, with the 
anodized-aluminum sliding tables with 1660, 2310, 
2660, 3260 mm strokes.

SCM	SC4	eLITe	MINI	Max	Saw
wurth part # scmsc4

Smooth	operation	motion	guaranteed overtime 
by the system of sliding bearings running on 
hardened steel guides using an exclusive method 
of mechanical fixing.
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s1000 automatic edgebander up to 12 mm solid wood
wurth part # scms100ert 
High customizing with many available solutions for different productive requirements.
productive thanks to the 12 or 18 m/min feed speed also when rounding. ample controlled groups 
management for a very quick change among the various edge types, solid wood up to 12 mm.

K560	auTOMaTIC	edgebaNder	wITh	TwO	MOTOrS	
corner rounding
wurth part # scmxcmK560ert

automatic edge bander with glue pot to edge band, with great 
flexibility, with melaminic edges, PVC and ABS up to 3 mm and 
wooden strips up to 5 mm. machine for professional craftsmen and 
joineries. 

 

scm and wurth 
makes a strong team

k 360 automatic edgebander with one motor 
corner rounding
wurth part # scmK360e

flexible edge bander which grants customized and 
high-tech solutions in reduced spaces.

high performance with the gluing unit with direct 
motor power of glue to and first pressure roller, 
end cutting unit with pneumatic blade/motor tilting 
and top&bottom trimming unit with possibility of 
pneumatic positioning on 2 or 3 working positions 
(thin-radius-solid wood).

Wurth Wood Group machinery representatives listen 
and respond to each customer’s machinery 
challenges. Working with scm Group north amercia, 
we analyze the production requirements and provide 
advance technology solutions. 

We tailor woodworking solutions to meet each 
customer’s requirements for capacity and durability, 
with certified quality standards and the latest advanc-
es in woodworking technology. 
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scm is an industry leader in the creation, production and distribution of technologically advanced 
solutions to process a vast range of materials.

“top-of-the-range” for those who     
      consider flexibility as a way of life. 

omal hbd insert 1300 automatic dowel inserter
wurth part # scm1300hBd

the hBd 1300 of horizontal Bore, Glue, and 
dowel machine is a numerically controlled machine 
to drill, glue and insert dowels on horizontal 
pieces with four loading zones, designed to 
complement your nesting cnc centre. cycle time of 
approximately one second for each bore, glue, and 
dowel insertion when holes are on 64 mm intervals.

sigma impact front loading panel saw
wurth part # scms16ma67

the machine within everybody’s reach. integration in the netline 
process which manages the design, the programming and furniture 
automatic production in all machining phases: sizing, edge banding, 
boring-routing. 

sandya s300 automatic wide belt sander 
with one or two operating groups
wurth part # scms300rcs110

ideal for the craftsmen and the small 
woodworking companies. solid wood 
calibrating and sanding and veneered panel 
sanding operations (also with honey-comb 
support), and also for any other sanding 
requirements.
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pratix s cnc machining center
wurth part # scmpratixs15B

ideal for those with limited available 
space, it is distinguished by
absence of perimeter protections, 
protections mounted directly on the 
mobile upright and free access to the 
rear of the machine. indestructible 
and with low maintenance, only every 
1000 hours, five times better than that 
imposed by the majority of other machine 
manufactures.

Designed to satisfy all of the latest requirements of 
the modern interior designer who searches for a 
flexible and a completely functional machine 
with an optimal quality/price ratio. The M400 
can be equipped with a 5 axes motor.

the scm Group’s patented solutions  provides 
the unit with the rigidity of a vertical head, 
allowing the carrying out of even the most 
heavy duty machining, and its compactness 
keeps to a minimum the overall dimensions in 
all directions. This results in a high quality finish, 
maximum operator convenience and flexibility.

the range
experts in complete and integrated 
manufacturing facilities as well as individual 
machines like cnc Wood routers, 
cnc machining centers, edgebanding 
machines, panel saws, Bore and dowel 
machines, Wide Belt sanders plus an 
array of single and multi-purpose machines.

Quality
Premium machines are configured to offer 
the company innovative technological 
solutions, easy to use, providing high 
performance, reliability, and which are 
easy to install and user-friendly. 

constant training
1,200 hours training per year and effective 
updating tools for continuous and accurate 
training of our sales network. 

M400	CNC	MaChININg	CeNTer
wurth part # scmm400

scm strength
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“When something 
goes wrong, you 
simply can’t move 
faster than a 
spinning blade.”

Safety comes first, and is followed by unmatched quality, 
precision and meticulous engineering. sawstop saws are 
built to last, built to cut, and built to protect.

Jobsite saw
  with mobile cart
New standard in jobsite safety. Now you can have the 
precision, quality and safety of a SawStop saw wherever 
the job takes you. The 1.5hp Jobsite Saw with folding cart 
is 108 lbs, and offers a 25.5” rip capacity.

                wurth part # Jssmca

contractor saw 
Offers versatility and safety. Whether on the job site or in the shop, it delivers the
performance you need with the peace of mind only sawstop’s patended safety 
system can provide. The 1.75hp Contractor Saw offers multiple mobile base options. 
choose from 30”, 36” or 52” rip capacities.

      wurth part #  cns175tGp36

table saws cause tens of thousands 
of serious injuries every year. In fact, 
there is a table saw accident in the 
united states every 9 minutes, and 
10 amputations every single day. the 
societal cost of these injuries is in the 
billions of dollars, and the impact on 
victims cannot be counted.

SawStop minimizes these injuries by 
stopping the blade within 5 milliseconds 
of contact. that is ten times faster than a 
car’s airbag. ten times faster than your 
reflexes can respond to danger.

Thousands of Fingers Saved!  and counting...
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fact: the average business 
cost for an on-the-job 
amputation is 

$133,074
professional cabinet saw 
provides superior performance to meet the demands of discerning 
craftsmen and woodworkers. With sawstop’s legendary safety 
system, ground breaking dust collection and flawless fit and finish, 
it’s ready to help you get the job done. The Professional Cabinet 
Saw is available with 1.75hp or 3.0hp motors and offers multiple 
mobile base options. choose from 30”, 36” or 52” rip capacities.

wurth part #   pcs175pfa230 | pcs175pfa236 | pcs175pfa252

*please contact Your machinerY sales representative for a detailed list of product specifications offered 

industrial cabinet saw 
 Is the definition of industrial grade. It is the 
heaviest, most powerful and highest quality 10” cabinet 
saw available. The 3HP, 1ph, 230v configuration with 
a 36” Industrial T-Glide Fence Assembly offers the 
durability, versatility, and the peace of mind only 
sawstop’s patented safety system can provide.the 
3.0, 5.0 or 7.5hp Industrial Cabinet Saw offers 36” 
or 52” rip capacities.

          wurth part # sWsics31230-36-4

part # product name  description 

soft30cn5000 out-feed table for contractor saw  additional support for long rips 
scnsciWa cast iron Wing assembly for contractor saw  additional weight to increase stability for better performance 
smBcns000 saw mobile Base for contractor saw  easily moves your saw around your shop
STSIDLD  Dado Lock Down Insert Positioning screws to ensure a solid and precise fit in the table
STSGDC Dust Collection Blade Guard for ICS, PCS, CNS Saw Collects above-table dust with a low profile to allow for cuts 
  as narrow as 3/4 of an inch
SCNSDCP Dust Collection Panel  Versatile dust collection system that fits 2.5” and 4” dust 
  collection system 
smBind000 industrial saw mobile Base supports saw and extension table, no additional 
  extension hardware needed
stsaodc over-arm dust collection assembly  compatible with all sawstop saws to remove dust
smBind500 pcs mobile Base conversion Kit to install the industrial cabinet saw mobile base to 
  Professional Cabinet Saw. (required)
stsBc10r2 table saw Brake cartridge for 10” blades Blue brake cartridge is the magic behind the sawstop technology
ssBs10001  table saw Brake cartridge for 10” blades clear brake cartridge is the magic behind the sawstop technology 
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*please contact Your machinerY sales representative for a detailed list of product specifications offered 

Complete Compressed Air Systems
Life just got easier

The AirtowerTM
Kaeser’s airtower is the solution for users needing 
an all- in-one solution for their light industrial 
applications. It’s an affordable rotary screw package 
that’s an excellent step up in air quality from a piston 
compressor and delivers better air quality, lower 
energy costs, and all with the rugged reliability of the 
Kaeser name.

the small footprint and the ultra low noise levels 
mean you can place the package almost anywhere in 
your shop. plus, it arrives fully assembled, wired, and 
ready to run, saving you installation time and money.

wurth part #    Kasx5at | Kasx75at

The AirCenterTM
To simplify your compressed air system, Kaeser offers
the aircenter. this unit combines essential system 
components in one easy-to-install package. 

aircenters come completely assembled and include 
a refrigerated dryer with automatic condensate drain, 
receiver tank, and an optional filtration package. These 
super quiet and energy efficient units are compact and 
perfect for installations where space is limited.

wurth part # Kasm10ac
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in every machine Kaeser builds 
you’ll find many features to enhance 
reliability and simplify maintenance. 
Kaeser Compressors, Inc. offers a 
complete line of air system products 
including rotary screw compressors 
with the highly efficient sigma profile 
and the sigma control system, 
mobilair portable compressors, 
omega rotary lobe blowers, vacuum 
packages, refrigerated and 
desiccant dryers, filters, condensate 
management systems and a variety of 
related products.

We offer a full range of air treatment 
products to remove moisture, particles 
and hydrocarbons to protect your tools, 
equipment and products. We can meet 
any air quality requirement from general 
purpose shop air to breathing air.

the application will determine the type 
of air treatment required, the first 
step in meeting your air treatment needs 
is to look closely and specifically at your 
air quality requirements.

Kaeser’s smartpipetm is a modular compressed air distribution system that offers 
both lower installation costs and lower long-term operating costs. from small shops 
to large industrial systems, smartpipe is great for all facilities and is available in 
sizes up to 6” pipe diameter.

SmartPipe’s smooth calibrated aluminum construction has a low friction coefficient, 
providing the best possible laminar flow. Full bore fittings further minimize pressure 
drop for optimum flow and energy efficiency. Leak-free connectors prevent air loss and 
wasted energy.

SmartPipe is ideal for installations requiring the highest quality air. Aluminum material will 
not rust or corrode. further, it has no rough surfaces or interior restrictions that accumu-
late contaminants. The smooth interior with full bore design allows them to flow to 
your dryers and filters for efficient removal.

air	Treatment	Products

compressed air piping - 
smartpipe™
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                s-series
• Silent Operation
• Simple setup
• Simple operation
• Suitable for indoor installation
• Safe, efficient, superior life Super bag filters

Description Volume Article Number
dust collector Kits

NEDS500
s-500 complete Kit; fan, starter, 12” raw inlet, 208-230v 3ph up to 3000 cfm 89401100

s-500 complete Kit; fan, starter, 12” raw inlet, 460v 3ph up to 3000 cfm 89401101

s-500 complete Kit; fan, starter, 12” raw inlet, 575v 3ph up to 3000 cfm 89401102

NEDS750
s-750 complete Kit; fan, starter, 14” raw inlet, 208-230v 3ph up to 4400 cfm, max. 5 ports 89401120

s-750 complete Kit; fan, starter, 14” raw inlet, 460v 3ph up to 4400 cfm, max. 5 ports 89401121

s-750 complete Kit; fan, starter, 14” raw inlet, 575v 3ph up to 4400 cfm, max. 5 ports 89401122

NEDS1000
s-1000 complete Kit; fan, starter, 16” raw inlet, 208-230v 3ph up to 5000 cfm, max. 8 ports 89401130

s-1000 complete Kit; fan, starter, 16” raw inlet, 460v 3ph up to 5000 cfm, max. 8 ports 89401131

s-1000 complete Kit; fan, starter, 16” raw inlet, 575v 3ph up to 5000 cfm, max. 8 ports 89401132

Accessories and Spares

dump bin upgrade option for s-750/1000 each 89101011

replacement filter Bag for s-500/750; s-500 = 16 total; s-750 = 24 total each 89251020

replacement filter Bag for s-1000; s-1000 = 24 total each 89251021

plastic Waste Bags, 8 mil thickness, part number is each, min order 90 pcs. roll of 90 89201020

500mm clamp for Bags or dumpbin each 89201003

save time by upgrading to the dump Bin.
- increased capacity, 230 gallons vs 3 x 42 
gallon Waste Bags (126 gallons)
- designed for easy removal with standard forklift
- simple “tilt to empty” design

S-Series Enclosureless Dust Collector Kits

typical applications
• Woodwork, dust extraction for small and medium workshops
• Mixed workshop applications
• Education workshops - crafts, woodwork
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silent. simple.

Cleaning up the air is easy – you only need to install a dust collector. What’s not so easy is selecting 
the right solution. Discover how Nederman   S-Series makes it simple to select the right dust collector 
size for your application. 

most machines have varying port sizes, add all ports and their 
recommended air volumes to calculate your air volume requirement.
example: (port type a + port type B = total air volume)
a. 2 ports @ 4” = 800 cfm
B. 3 ports @ 6” = 2700 cfm
total air volume = 3500 cfm

simply select the dust collector size appropriate to 
your volume and available voltage from the chart

Port
Size

Air 
Volume

CFM 
(m3/hr)

2
Ports

3
Ports

4
Ports

5
Ports

6
Ports

7
Ports

8
Ports

4” 400
(679)

800
(1358)

1200
(2037)

1600
(2716)

2000
(3395)

2400
(4074)

2800
(7728)

3200
(5432)

5” 650
(1104)

1300
(2208)

1950
(3312)

2600
(4417)

3250
(5521)

3900
(6624)

4550
(7728)

6” 900
(1529)

1800
(3058)

2700
(4587)

3600
(6116)

4500
(7645)

7” 1250
(2124)

2500
(4248)

3750
(6372)

5000
(8496)

8” 1650
(2803)

3300
(5606)

4950
(8409)

9” 2000
(3398)

4000
(6796)

10” 2500
(4245)

5000
(8490)

12” 3500
(5943)

Nederman S-Series 
Simple Sizing Guide
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PMB #104, 1124 Fir Avenue 
Blaine, Washington 98230
Toll Free: 1-888-982-2683

.982.2683 www.cantekmachinery.com

PH-Series Scissor Lifts
• Available in 3’ x 6’ & 4’ x 8’ models

• 14” low height up to 72” raised height
• 4400 lbs lifting capacity

• Convenient foot pedal operation

CT108 Edge Sander
• 6” x 108” sanding belt

• 40” long platen
• Adjustable front & side tables for straight or  

 curve sanding
• 1.5HP 1 phase or 2HP 3 phase

LSP-Series 30”, 40” & 52” Wide Planers
• Extra wide planers with 33”, 40” & 52” planing widths

• Up to 40HP cutterhead motors
• Spiral insert knife cutterheads with 30 x 12 x 1.5 mm 

 (2) sided insert carbide knives
• Driven  bed  rollers  for  superior  feeding  of  work  pieces

• Motorized digital thickness control

JDT65 Manual Dovetailer
• Single spindle dovetailer with manual cycle

• Standard dovetail pitch: 1”, 1-1/2”, 2” & 2-1/2’”
• Pneumatic clamping of the work piece

• Adjustable  mortise  & tenon  for  producing  tight  

JDT75 Automatic Dovetailer
• Automatic cycle capable of producing up to  

 40 drawer boxes/hour
• (4) drawer sides in the machine at once, (1) box in (2) cycles
• 2-wing  cutter  produces  superior   on  plywood  & solid  wood

• (3) feed  speeds  for  optimum   results

TF900 36” Heavy-Duty Resaw
• Heavy duty cast iron construction

• 30HP motor (standard)
• Up to 4.5” wide blade capacity

• 20.8” depth of cut under the guide
• Hydraulic variable speed feed system: 0~145 FPM

  
16” PLANERCLASSIC LATHE

7140 DUST COLLECTOR 

6510 DOVETAIL

7145 PORTABLE DUST COLLECTOR 

DUST COLLECTION UNITS:  
7120 PORTABLE DUST COLLECTOR 1HP 1PH - 550CFM
7140 DUST COLLECTOR 2HP 1PH - 1550CFM
7145 PORTABLE DUST COLLECTOR 3HP 1PH - 2170CFM
7150 DUST COLLECTOR 3HP 1PH - 2000CFM 2-STAGE CYCLONE
7160 DUST COLLECTOR 5HP 1PH - 3500CFM 2-STAGE CYCLONE
7155 DUST COLLECTOR 3HP 1PH - 2100CFM 2-STAGE CYCLONE W/CANISTER
7165 DUST COLLECTOR 5HP 1PH OR 3PH - 3600CFM 2-STAGE CYCLONE W/CANISTER

6310 OSCILLATING EDGE 
SANDER 6” X 108”

A TRADITION OF INNOVATION TM

2HP 1PH 5HP 1PH

2HP 1PH

2HP 3PH

2HP 1PH 3HP 1PH
7155 DUST COLLECTOR 

3HP 1PH

5025 CUTTOFF SAW
7.5HP 1PH or 3PH

wurth part # 
ol2018002

wurth part # ol6510002 wurth part # ol5025001 wurth part # ol6310001

wurth part # 
ol7040001

wurth part # 
ol7145001

wurth part # 
ol7155001

wurth part # 
ol4420201
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PMB #104, 1124 Fir Avenue 
Blaine, Washington 98230
Toll Free: 1-888-982-2683

.982.2683 www.cantekmachinery.com

PH-Series Scissor Lifts
• Available in 3’ x 6’ & 4’ x 8’ models

• 14” low height up to 72” raised height
• 4400 lbs lifting capacity

• Convenient foot pedal operation

CT108 Edge Sander
• 6” x 108” sanding belt

• 40” long platen
• Adjustable front & side tables for straight or  

 curve sanding
• 1.5HP 1 phase or 2HP 3 phase

LSP-Series 30”, 40” & 52” Wide Planers
• Extra wide planers with 33”, 40” & 52” planing widths

• Up to 40HP cutterhead motors
• Spiral insert knife cutterheads with 30 x 12 x 1.5 mm 

 (2) sided insert carbide knives
• Driven  bed  rollers  for  superior  feeding  of  work  pieces

• Motorized digital thickness control

JDT65 Manual Dovetailer
• Single spindle dovetailer with manual cycle

• Standard dovetail pitch: 1”, 1-1/2”, 2” & 2-1/2’”
• Pneumatic clamping of the work piece

• Adjustable  mortise  & tenon  for  producing  tight  

JDT75 Automatic Dovetailer
• Automatic cycle capable of producing up to  

 40 drawer boxes/hour
• (4) drawer sides in the machine at once, (1) box in (2) cycles
• 2-wing  cutter  produces  superior   on  plywood  & solid  wood

• (3) feed  speeds  for  optimum   results

TF900 36” Heavy-Duty Resaw
• Heavy duty cast iron construction

• 30HP motor (standard)
• Up to 4.5” wide blade capacity

• 20.8” depth of cut under the guide
• Hydraulic variable speed feed system: 0~145 FPM

wurth part # 
ol7155001
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wurth part # 
caphlift

wurth part # 
cact108

wurth part # 
calsp52

wurth part # 
catf900

wurth part # 
ol4420201

wurth part # 
caJdt75

wurth part # 
caJdt65
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Maksiwa Internacional Inc. | Since 1983

Everything for the
demanding woodworker.
The complete portfolio of woodworking
machines in Latin America, now in USA!

The Portable Edgebander CBC.E MAKSIWA has mobile glue 
axis, glueing edge tape of some materials such as PVC, ABS, 
paper and, with the width limit of 3” (80 mm). 

$ 2399

Tape thickness: 0,3 to 2 mm
Max. tape Width: 80 mm (3”)
Feeder speed: 5,5 m/min
Power: 1.500 Watts
Net weight: 52 kg (114 pounds)

Technical Information
Easy and Fast Setup

Easy Transport

Top Selling 2 Years WarrantyMore 30.000 sold

Portable Edgebander
CBC.E

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

09

08

Tape Support
To the tape roll.01

Inner Guide
To align the workpiece
before the glue axis.
Guía de Entrada: Alinear

02

Tape Guide
Ensure the alignment between the tape 
and workpiece.

03
Back Rolls
To alling and press the workpiece after 
collage.

06

Manual Cutter
Precise cutting of the tape.05

Rubber Axis
Determines the speed and press the tape 
in the workpiece.

04

Retractable Feets
To easy portability
and transport.

08

Glue Pot
With capacity of 
700 gr (1,5 pounds).

09

Table Guide
Move the workpiece
easlly over the table.

07

$2,199

ROTOPLAT 708
Semi-Automatic Turntable

Stretch Wrapping Machine
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the ecoplat plus features an s Winding pattern roll carriage with Quick load system that provides 40% 
more film contact than the W Winding pattern (commonly used by competitors) while providing better 
control of film through the roll carriage and fewer film breaks.

the ecoplat and ecoplat plus are ce compliant (strictest safety and electrical standards). our roll 
carriage safety stop protects objects and people beneath roll carriage.

the 65" diameter turntable is made from 3/8" diamond plated turntable which keeps loads from 
shifting, offers added slip resistance when some- one steps on the turntable and easily accommo- dates 
a 40" x 48" load with no overhang.

the roll carriage is located on operator side of mast to keep the operator out of the wrapping area.

With four selectable wrapping menus (one Way Wrap, two Way Wrap, manual Wrap, self-learning 
Program) you can quickly select the best pattern to wrap each of your loads.

our load cell controls wrapping/containment force and is the best technology available for corner 
compensation below 28 rpm. they can be easily calibrated from the control panel to ensure peak 
performance.

a scale package option is available to weigh your wrapped pallet while still on the turntable, provid-ng 
shipping data without having to relocate the load.

ROTOPLAT 708
Semi-Automatic Turntable

Stretch Wrapping Machine
anti-fall device:
The film carriage’s 
anti-fall device protects 
workers and products 
in the unlikely event 
of chain slippage or 
breakage. 

operator protection: a safety 
distance of 20” between fixed 
and  moving parts provides an 
added level of safety for your 
operators.

roll carriage location: roll 
carriage is on the operator 

side of the machine, near the control 
panel. this keeps the operator out of the 
wrapping zone when interacting with 
the load.

roll carriage safety stop: 
immediately stops the roll 
carriage in the event a 
person or product contacts 
the roll carriage as it travels 
downward. this protects 

both your people and your product from 
injury and damage.

65” diameter diamond plate 
turntable: the 65” turntable 
is made of 3/8” diamond 
plated steel that prevents your 
load from shifting,
offers added slip resistance 
when employees step on the turntable 
and will easily accommodate a 40” x 
48” load with no unsafe overhang. 

emergency stop: large button 
located prominently on control
panel stops all machine 
operations immediately.

wurth part # 
aeeco

wurth part # 
aeroto708
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COMPACTA
4, 6, 9 & 12
 Manual Horizontal 
 Stretch Bundling
 Machines

COMPACTA
the new compacta series of semi-automatic bundling machines are designed for low- to mid-
volume production. the units are designed for bundling long, narrow products like wood molding, 
aluminum and plastic extrusion as well as tubing, textiles and carpet. safe, simple operation 
includes automatic film clamping and cutting. All Compactas feature constant film tensioning 
to improve package integrity and reduce film breaks. All Compactas are equipped with safety 
options that adhere to rigorous ce safety standards. units are available with a variety of product 
stabilization and sealing devices. This versatility allows our Compacta machines to quickly and 
easily adapt to different product types, shapes and sizes and makes them the ideal solution for 
almost any application. robopac leads the industry with innovative products and solutions. the 
new compacta machines prove that we are committed to providing you with the best machines 
combined with the latest technology. our engineers wouldn’t allow us to do it any other way.

Minimum Workable 
Dimensions
compacta 4: 2”x2”
compacta 6: 23/4”x23/4”
compacta 9: 31/2”x31/2”
compacta 12: 6”x6”

COMPACTA 12

COMPACTA 9

COMPACTA 6

COMPACTA 4

36

31.5

27.5

23.5

19.5

15.75

11.75

7.75

3.75

Compacta 12
Maximum Table Height (43.5”

Non-workable Space

3.75 3.75 11.7511.75 15.7515.75 7.75 7.7519.75 19.7523.5 23.50

Compacta 9
Maximum Table Height (37.5”

Compacta 6
Maximum Table Height (35”)

dimensions refer to infeed with conveyor belts on rollers. for other types of conveyors, maximum workable dimensions will be provided 
by Robopac. Maximum product width and height dimensions directly affect each other. As the maximum product width increases the 
maximum product height decreases; as well, when the maximum product width decreases the maximum product height increases as the 
charts above show. Adjusting the conveyor height also affects the maximum height and width of the product. Compacta machines allow 
you to adjust the height of the conveyor.

ROBOT S 6 PVS
 Self-Propelled 
 Stretch Wrapping
 Machine with

Robopac’s Patented Powered
Variable Pre-Stretch Roll Carriage
the rotoplat 708 features an s Winding pattern roll carriage with Quick 
Load System that provides 40% more film contact than the W Winding 
pattern (commonly used by competitors) to provide better control of film 
through the roll carriage and fewer film breaks. This innovative, dual 
motor pre-stretch system provides you the ability to pre-stretch film from 
100% up to 400% using two independent, variable ac motors. Both the 
pre-stretch and containment force are adjustable via the operator control 
panel. robopac’s patented high-performance s-Wrap pattern (with Quick 
load system) and load cell corner compensation and containment force 
device give you total film control. The Rotoplat 708’s variable pre-stretch 
delivers the best film economy for all films and all loads. Six selectable 
wrap patterns allow you to optimize each of your load types, reduce damage, improve 
productivity and reduce film costs. The Rotoplat 708 turntable is supported by 28 heavy duty 
casters and can handle loads up to 4,400 lbs. Weight capacity increases to 5,500 lbs by 
simply adding 16 casters. This can be done at order entry or added later in the field. The 
heavy duty 65-inch turntable is powered by a full 1 horse power ac motor and is made 
from 3/8" diamond plated steel. the oversize turntable safely and easily accommodates a 
40" x 48" with no overhang. the diamond pattern on the turntable plate ensures better grip 
on any load to avoid slippage during the wrapping process.

wurth part # 
aecompacta

wurth part # 
aeroBots



www.leuco.com

Your        
never a dull moment 

leuco cnc total toolinG pacKaGe
le1734715 hsK63f - er 40/472e tool holder
le1723082 er40 collet - 1/4”
le1723086 er40 collet - 3/8”
le1723090 er40 collet - 1/2”
le1723098 er40 collet - 3/4”
le182467 leuco hsK63f mountinG device - “maGic clamp”
le1736967 torQue Wrench - 30x150ft lBs- 16-1/2”
le1723968 torQue Wrench adaptor/spanner - er40
le1727679s poilBoard cutter - 4”odx3/4” shanK, Z=3
le3079i nserts for aBove - 14x14x2
le500009 sc ds rB-1/4”x1”x1/4”x 2-1/2”, Z=3
le500019 sc ds rB-1/2”x1-1/8”x1/2”x3”, Z=2
le80345574 sc hiGh performance comp. rB- 3/8”x.375”x1-1/8”x3/8”x3”,Z=2+2,rh
le80345336 sc high performance mortise comp. rB- 3/8”x.200”x1-1/8”x3/8”x3”,Z=2+2,rh
le1735820 sc high performance comp. rB - 1/2”x.375”x1-1/8”x1/2”x3”,Z=2+2,rh
le80345404 sc high performance mortise comp. rB- 1/2”x.200”x1-3/8”x1/2”x3-

1/2”,Z=2+2,rh
le1739981 ct hinge drill - 35x10x70, rh
le1739975c t hinge drill - 20x10x70, rh
le1739332 ct hinge drill - 5x10x70, rh
le1739333 ct hinge drill - 5x10x70, lh
le1739340 ct hinge drill - 8x10x70, rh
le1739341 ct hinge drill - 8x10x70, lh

cnc router
complete

suppliertoolinG
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Tool Holders
etshsK6370 hsK63f x er32-70mm

Wrenches
etshsK6370
etshsK6376 
etshsK6380

SC Spiral 2-Flute Finisher
upcut

etsscsu105
etsscsu108a
etsscsu111

Compression - Standard Grade
etsscsc142 ¼ x 1 x 2-½ x ¼
etsscsc12a ½ x 1-¼ x 3 x ½
etsscsc12B ½ x 1-5/8 x 3-½ x ½
etsscsc12c ½ x 2 x 4 x ½
Compression - Standard Grade Mortise Tip

etsscsc38m 3/8 x 1” x 3 x 3/8 mort

Chip Breakers
etsscsc38cB 3/8 x 1-¼ x 3 x 3/8

etsscsc12acB ½ x 1-¼ x 3 x ½
etsscsc12BcB ½ x 1-5/8 x 3-½ x ½

Flycutter/Spoilboard
ets1000 2 1/4 - 14 2-½” x 14 x ½” sK 2-Wing

ets100 4”-14 4” x 14 x 3/4 sK 3-Wing
Replacement Insert

ets14 x 14 x 2 5300-014-14
Screws For Flycutter/Spoilboard

4”-14 fc insert screw 1000-screw- c
4”-14 fc align screw 7

SC Spiral 2-Flute Finisher
downcut

etsscsd205
etsscsd208a
etsscsd211
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moulding sprayer
The Superfici Series Moulding Sprayer is 
designed and built for automatic spraying of 
linear work pieces. An additional benefit of 
the spray cabin design is the easy access to 
the overspray recovery bins. these bins are 
removable from the front side, allowing for 
full access for cleaning and removal of the 
reclaimed materials. a full range of models are 
available from 3 guns to 8 guns, to meet any 
customer’s needs.

Specifications 4 Gun Version 6 Gun Version

max. Working Width 8” 8”

option up to 12” up to 12”

min. Working length 36” (option 12”) 36” (option 12”)

feed speed 35-280 fpm 35-280 fpm

spray chambers 2 3

spray Guns 4 (up to 6) 6 (up to 8)
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wurth part # misccolmet
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wurth part # misccolmet

wurth part # misccolmet

wurth part # misccolmet

wurth part # misccolmet



atlanta ga
5075 n. Buford hwy, ste. 100
norcross, Ga 30071
678.924.0386
fax 678.924.0391

baltimore md
6660 santa Barbara road
elkridge, md 21075
410.796.7600
fax 410.796.7729

birmingham al 
1640 mims ave., sW     
Birmingham, al 35211 
205.925.7601 
fax 205.923.9511

charleston sc
4325 lear avenue
n. charleston, sc 29418
843.529.0808
fax 843.529.0805

charlotte nc
4250 Golf acres drive
charlotte nc 28208
704.394.9479
fax 704.398.2162

chattanooga tn
234 direct connection drive
rossville, Ga 30741
706.891.2000
fax 706.891.4229

decatur al 
723 old trinity road 
decatur, al 35601 
256.355.3161 
fax 256.355.0073
 
greensboro nc
201 s. pendelton street
high point, nc 27260
336.431.2712
fax 336.431.2750

greenville sc
1441 hwy 101 south
Greer, sc 29652
864.877.7328
fax 864.877.7413

memphis tn 
5805 advantage cove           
memphis, tn 38141           
901.367.6699 
fax 901.367.4889

mobile al 
3440 armour ave
mobile, al 36617
251.378.0188 
fax 251.378.0190

montgomery al 
581 trade center street 
montgomery, al 36108 
334.265.6721 
fax 334.265.6725

nashville tn 
634 melrose avenue
nashville, tn 37211
615.254.8719
fax 615.254.8521
 
norfolk va
3307 chesapeake Blvd.
norfolk, va 23513
757.855.3908
fax 757.857.6133

raleigh nc
4213 poole road
raleigh, nc 27610
919.231.6620
fax 919.231.9687

richmond va
1701 rhoadmiller street
richmond, va 23220
804.359.1374
fax 804.353.3206

roanoke va
3443 aerial Way drive
roanoke, va 24018
855.300.4455
fax 540.344.2306

tampa fl
5102-B W. hanna avenue
tampa, fl 33634
800.432.1149
fax 813.887.1902
                          
           

some items shown may not be stocked in all branches. please call 
for availability. We regret that we cannot be liable for pictorial, 
typographical, or errors. 
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www.wurthwoodgroup.com
you decide, we deliver
1 877 go wurth  


